QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed competitive quotations are invited from reputed firms for the supply of following branded items with the same specifications for different laboratories in the Department of Electronics & Communication, University College of Engineering, Kariavattom, Thiruvananthapuram.

1) Inverter Split Air Conditioner – 2 No’s
   Capacity – 1 Ton
   Condenser coil – Full copper coil
   Features – Dehumidifier, Swing, temperature adjustment, Fan speed control, Remote
   Accessories – Complete accessories for installation (Indoor, outdoor units, Heavy duty mounting racks/stands, Pipes – Length of the pipe may be fixed after site visit, insulation etc.)

   Refrigerant: R-32/R-290/R-410A
   Additional Items – Necessary electrical/civil works required
   Brands – Hitachi/Blue star/Daikin/LG/Volts/Carrier
   Warranty – One year for equipment, 5 year for compressor

2) Stabilizer – 2 Nos
   Capacity – 12A
   Range – 170V to 270V AC 50 Hz
   Warranty – 1 year
   Brand – V-Guard

Interested parties can submit quotations for these items. The quotation should reach “The Principal, University College of Engineering, Kariavattom” on or before 11.06.2018, 04.00 pm subject to following conditions.

1. The quotation rate must include all taxes, delivery charges, installation and any other charges.

2. Complaints with the items supplied should be rectified/ Annual Maintenance/replaced to the satisfaction of the University by the suppliers at their own cost.
3. Payment will be made only after the supply and successful installation of the items at our site.

4. The undersigned reserves the right to reject / accept any quotation without assigning any reason.

Principal